Muslims live all over the world, but are in majority in 48 countries, all of which, except one, are in Africa and Asia. Most of these countries seem to be poor, burdened with debts, and are grouped as the least developed countries (LDCs). Except for 12 countries, most with exclusive dependence on oil, all countries with predominantly Muslim population have a low or medium human development index (HDI) ranks. Fifteen out of the forty heavily indebted poor countries (HIPC) in the world have a Muslim majority population. Only few countries with Muslim majority have democracies. Why? Many questions but no single volume has the answers.

The idea of a book to deal with the above and many other questions related to Muslims and their countries have been with me for a long time, in particular since the work on my doctoral dissertation on voluntarism and sustainable development planning in resource poor Asia a long time ago at the University of Waterloo, Canada. The resolve increased with the distressing incidences of 9/11.

The idea of this book was crystallized by a documentary by the National Geographic based on *Guns, Germs, and Steel* by Jared Diamond. Still two potential problems thwarted the progress: the availability of the data and the inability to conceive the whole spectrum of issues in all countries where Muslims are dominant. The recent posting of online data by the World Bank boosted my courage, and the enthusiasm from the Springer (especially Teresa M. Krauss—the then editor) and the eagerness of some possible authors to contribute got the ball rolling. I am indebted to Jared Diamond and the National Geographic (for unknowingly helping me to shape the idea and the focus of this work), to the World Bank (for making volumes of data available online), the Springer (especially the editor, Teresa M. Krauss for encouragement), and to all the authors (for contributing pieces to hold the ‘thesis’ together). I am recording my gratitude to all.

I am also expressing thanks (on my own and all the authors’ behalf) to the reviewers who spent valuable time to comment on earlier drafts of the chapters (often even suggesting improvements in expression or style). We are gratefully listing them all: Abdul Rashid Moten, Adil Khan, Ahmed Mustafa Elhussein Mansour, Alan Fowler, Amer Mavani, Christopher Shove, Dennis Leavens, Donald Baker, Gerry Garland, Gordon Nelson, Jerry Kolo, Jenny Onyx, Mohammad al Faruque, Morshidi Sirat, Parikshit Basu, Riaz Hassan, Richard Faflak, Robert Arthur, and
Yusof Siddiq. The reviewers, however, bear no responsibility for the shortcomings, if any, of the chapters.

Abdellaziz El Jaouhari, a colleague and friend, deserves special mention and thanks for excellent statistical analyses. I am thankful to Saif Mohamed al-Mahrouqi for transliteration helps and to Mohsin Abbasi for technical cooperation. Salam Abbas and Mahra Mubarak, and Amina al-Sharaf at the United Arab Emirates University helped in different ways—I am grateful to them.

I express sincere appreciation to Esther Otten (the new editor), Miranda Dijksman, Jayne van Ham, and Crest Premedia Production Team for their alacrity, diligence, and patience.

Finally, I record my gratitude to my wife Arifa and my daughters Babu (Afrin Samia) and Puchchu (Fariha Tahsin) for being considerate and enthusiastic.
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